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Color-code quantum computation seamlessly combines Majorana-based hardware with topological error cor-
rection. Specifically, as Clifford gates are transversal in two-dimensional color codes, they enable the use of the
Majoranas’ nonabelian statistics for gate operations at the code level. Here, we discuss the implementation of
color codes in arrays of Majorana nanowires that avoid branched networks such as T-junctions, thereby simpli-
fying their realization. We show that, in such implementations, nonabelian statistics can be exploited without
ever performing physical braiding operations. Physical braiding operations are replaced by Majorana tracking,
an entirely software-based protocol which appropriately updates the Majoranas involved in the color-code stabi-
lizer measurements. This approach minimizes the required hardware operations for single-qubit Clifford gates.
For Clifford completeness, we combine color codes with surface codes, and use color-to-surface-code lattice
surgery for long-range multi-target CNOT gates which have a time overhead that grows only logarithmically
with the physical distance separating control and target qubits. With the addition of magic state distillation,
our architecture describes a fault-tolerant universal quantum computer in systems such as networks of tetrons,
hexons, or Majorana box qubits, but can also be applied to non-topological qubit platforms.

I. INTRODUCTION

The scalable fabrication of high-fidelity qubit platforms
is necessary for large-scale quantum computation. In topo-
logical quantum computing [1–3], Majorana-based architec-
tures [4–8] have been proposed as candidates for such high-
fidelity qubits. Among the advantages that Majorana-based
qubits may offer in comparison to conventional qubits are long
coherence times, high-fidelity single-qubit Clifford gates by
braiding, and ancilla-free stabilizer measurements for quan-
tum error correction. Recent experiments have demonstrated
considerable progress towards realizing Majorana zero modes
(Majoranas) in topological superconductors [9–13], but topo-
logical qubits are yet to be implemented and their advantages
remain to be confirmed experimentally.

As Majorana-based qubits are still expected to have a fi-
nite lifetime [14–17], quantum error correction is necessary
for fault-tolerant quantum computation [18–25]. In a re-
cent work [26], we have argued that Majorana-based qubits
are particularly well-suited for quantum error correction with
topological color codes [27, 28]. Unlike in surface codes [3,
29, 30], the Clifford gates are transversal in two-dimensional
color codes. Thus, logical Clifford gates are implemented on
the code level by performing independent Clifford gates on
all (pairs of) physical qubits that make up the logical qubit(s).
Importantly, this transversal gate set enables the use of braid-
ing for logical gates, thereby fully exploiting the topological
protection provided by Majorana-based hardware. Moreover,
the existence of transversal gates has additional advantages.
Independent operations on the physical qubit do not spread
errors during gate operations and minimize the time overhead
by allowing parallel implementation.

We discussed a physical implementation of a Majorana
color code which relies on topological superconductor net-
works, where Majoranas are braided by moving them through
branched geometries. Moving Majoranas was also necessary
for lattice surgery [31, 32] and magic state distillation [33],
which are required to complete the universal gate set. How-
ever, current experiments where proximity-coupled quantum

wires are driven into the topological phase require an exter-
nal magnetic field in the direction of the wire. This might
constitute a significant obstacle for all braiding protocols
that rely on the movement of Majoranas in branched geome-
tries [34–37]. Moreover, movement of Majoranas has also
been shown to be susceptible to thermal noise [38]. To over-
come these problems, recent works have proposed architec-
tures that avoid T-junctions, and are instead based on arrays
of parallel nanowires [22, 23, 39–41]. In this work, we show
that Majorana color codes can be naturally implemented in
such setups, thereby entirely avoiding T-junctions and explicit
movement of Majoranas.

An important aspect of the recent works on implementing
topological qubits in arrays of parallel wires is that braiding is
no longer performed by moving Majoranas or coupling Majo-
ranas in judicious ways, but instead by measuring a sequence
of two-Majorana parity operators [41, 42]. Thus, these archi-
tectures shift the experimental challenge away from the fabri-
cation of branched geometries, and towards the access to mea-
surements of various local Majorana parity operators. It was
pointed out that in this setting, single-qubit Clifford gates can
be implemented by an entirely classical software-based pro-
cedure [41, 43], which we refer to as Majorana tracking. This
procedure obviates explicit hardware operations and, similar
to Pauli tracking, only requires appropriate updates of the
qubit’s reference frame. We show that the transversal gates
of color codes take Majorana tracking to the level of logical
qubits, and thereby reduce the overhead of logical single-qubit
Clifford gates to a (classical) minimum. The only required
hardware operation is the measurement of certain local Ma-
jorana parity operators corresponding to the stabilizers of the
quantum error-correcting code.

Universal fault-tolerant quantum computation requires im-
plementations of the controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate and the
T -gate. While logical CNOTs can in principle be imple-
mented transversally using physical CNOTs, it is more useful
to implement logical CNOTs directly at the code level. Here,
we present a scheme which combines color codes with sur-
face code ancillas and employs color-to-surface-code lattice
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surgery [44]. This protocol implements the CNOT gate with-
out the need for any movement of Majoranas while retaining
the long-range communication between color code qubits of
our earlier implementation. This also provides us with a long-
range multi-target CNOT, which is an essential part of magic
state distillation protocols, thereby completing the universal
gate set.

For definiteness, we provide a proof-of-principle imple-
mentation of our scheme in a network of tetrons [41].
However, it should be emphasized that the combination of
Majorana-based hardware with color code error correction
transcends our specific implementations. It seems likely that
this combination can be used to one’s advantage in many,
if not all future implementations of fault-tolerant Majorana-
based quantum computation. In fact, our lattice-surgery-based
scheme can in principle be applied even to non-topological
qubit architectures. However, the robustness of physical
single-qubit Clifford gates and the ease of stabilizer measure-
ments are key advantages of Majorana-based qubit platforms.

II. MAJORANA TRACKING AND COLOR CODES

A Majorana-based qubit can be defined using three Ma-
jorana fermions γ1, γ2, and γ3 with {γi, γj} = 2δi,j and
γi = γ†i . Since Majorana fermions in physical systems al-
ways come in pairs, it is convenient to define the qubit us-
ing four Majoranas with fixed total parity −γ1γ2γ3γ4 = 1,
such that all two-Majorana parity operators iγmγn of a qubit
can be expressed in terms of the first three Majoranas. In the
Schrödinger picture, a qubit is defined using two computa-
tional states |0〉 and |1〉 in the σz-basis . For our purposes, it
will be instead more useful to express the qubit in the Heisen-
berg picture, where we define the qubit by its σx- and σz-Pauli
operators, which in their default state are

σz = iγ1γ2, σx = iγ2γ3 . (1)

Consequently, the remaining Pauli operator is σy = iγ1γ3.
One can check that these operators square to unity and ful-
fill the commutation relations of Pauli operators [σi, σj ] =
2iεijkσk. Two Pauli operators are sufficient to define a qubit,
as any single-qubit unitary operator can be expressed in terms
of σx and σz via the Euler decomposition.

The basic framework of our architecture are nanowire ar-
rays, which are two-dimensional networks of Majorana-based
physical qubits. Several proposals for implementations of
such nanowire arrays can be found in Refs. [22, 23, 39–41].
Based on these proposals, we assume that the following basic
operations can be implemented in the nanowire array:

(i) Measurements of local 2n-Majorana fermion parity
operators in

∏2n
i=1 γi

(ii) Some non-robust implementation of a possibly faulty
T -gate (π/8-gate) on physical qubits

As already emphasized above, we do not require that the Ma-
joranas can be moved through the network.
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FIG. 1. (a) Majorana-based qubit consisting of three Majoranas and
an example for Majorana tracking. Starting from the default encod-
ing σz = iγ1γ2 and σx = iγ2γ3, an S-gate changes the encoding
to σz = iγ1γ2 and σx = iγ1γ3. A subsequent H-gate changes it to
σz = iγ1γ3 and σx = iγ1γ2. Keeping track of the current encoding
for each physical qubit via a classical computer is referred to as Ma-
jorana tracking. (b) Triangular color code qubits can be defined on a
hexagonal lattice, where each vertex is a Majorana-based qubit com-
prised of three Majoranas (or four Majoranas with fixed total parity).
Each face corresponds to two stabilizers σ⊗m

z and σ⊗m
x . Products of

σz- and σx- operators along any one of the three boundaries corre-
spond to logical ZL- and XL-operators. (c) In surface code qubits,
on the other hand, the support of X- and Z-stabilizers does not co-
incide, and the two different edges correspond to the ZL and XL

operators, respectively.

A. Physical single-qubit Clifford gates: Majorana Tracking

The first operation includes the measurement of all two-
Majorana parity operators – and therefore all Pauli operators –
of a physical qubit. This enables the use of Majorana tracking
for a particularly simple implementation of the single-qubit
Clifford gates [41, 43]. These gates map Pauli operators onto
other Pauli operators and are products of Hadamard (H) and
phase (S) gates. Specifically, the action of these two gates on
the Pauli operators is

H : σz → σx , σx → σz ,

S : σz → σz , σx → iσxσz .
(2)

Since the H- and S-gates can be implemented by braiding,
their application simply redefines the Majoranas involved in
the corresponding two-Majorana parity operator. Thus, in-
stead of physically braiding Majoranas, one can alternatively
keep track of the Majorana operators that define the σz and σx
of each physical qubit using a classical computer. In analogy
to Pauli tracking [45], we refer to this procedure as Majorana
tracking.

As a concrete example, consider the sequence of opera-
tions shown in Fig. 1a. Starting from the default encoding
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in Eq. (1), an S-gate takes the encoding to σz = iγ1γ2 and
σx = iγ1γ3. A subsequent H-gate will exchange these two
operators to σz = iγ1γ3 and σx = iγ1γ2. So instead of ini-
tializing the qubit in a σz-eigenstate, physically performing
the two gates and then reading out the qubit in the σz-basis,
one can simply initialize the qubit in a σz-eigenstate and then
measure the σy = iγ1γ3 operator.

It should not be surprising that Clifford gates can be treated
entirely classically, as these gates can be efficiently simulated
on a classical computer by virtue of the Gottesman-Knill theo-
rem [46]. As this classical tracking of Pauli operators can also
be done with non-topological, e.g. superconducting, qubits, it
would appear that Majorana tracking does not utilize braid-
ing. However, conventional qubits still require a hardware
operation for the rotation of the Pauli basis during readout.
While for conventional qubits the angle of rotation is suscepti-
ble to errors, with Majorana tracking the angle is robust. Even
though Majorana tracking eliminates any hardware operation
for single-qubit Clifford gates, it leads to the same robust gates
as braiding. In this sense, Majorana tracking is braiding.

Therefore, Majorana tracking can also be used to probe the
nonabelian statistics of Majorana zero modes. With Majo-
rana tracking, a fusion-rule detection experiment in the spirit
of Ref. [37] would correspond to alternating measurements of
σz and σx. If Majorana zero modes are present, the measure-
ment results will be entirely uncorrelated, whereas repeated
measurements of σz will always yield the same result. In this
way, the fusion-rule detection experiment probes the robust-
ness of the single-qubit Clifford gates.

B. Logical single-qubit Clifford gates: color codes

The gates that can be implemented by Majorana track-
ing are physical gates on physical qubits. However, these
Majorana-based qubits only have a finite lifetime which is
set by processes that introduce errors, such as quasiparticle
poisoning. In order to quantum compute beyond the coher-
ence time of physical qubits, a quantum error-correcting code
needs to be used. This allows for fault-tolerant quantum com-
puting, which relies on combining many physical qubits into
one logical qubit. This not only replaces the physical error
rate by an (in principle) arbitrarily low logical error rate, but
also substitutes physical gates with logical gates.

It is desirable to use Majorana tracking for logical gates in
order to minimize the overhead of single-qubit Clifford gates.
But this can only be done if these gates are transversal gates
of the error-correcting code, i.e., if the logical H- and S-gates
are HL = H⊗n and SL = S⊗n, where n is the number of
physical qubits in a logical qubit. This is precisely the rea-
son why color codes are a natural choice for Majorana-based
qubits [26], as their set of transversal gates are the Clifford
gates.

Using triangular color codes [27, 28], a logical qubit is en-
coded by n physical qubits located at the vertices of the trian-
gle with hexagonal tiling shown in Fig. 1b. The figure shows
a specific qubit with code distance d = 5, but this construc-
tion can be generalized to arbitrary odd code distances. As

described above, each physical qubit effectively corresponds
to three Majorana fermions. The logical qubit is initialized
in the logical |0L〉-state by initializing the n physical qubits
in the |0〉-state by measuring iγ1γ2 of all physical qubits, and
then measuring the stabilizers of the code. These n− 1 stabi-
lizers are defined by the faces of the hexagonally tiled triangle,
with each face defining an X-type stabilizer OX = σ⊗mx and
a Z-type stabilizer OZ = σ⊗mz , where m is the number of
qubits that are part of a face. In analogy to Majorana surface
codes [22, 23], one can represent color codes as Majorana
fermion codes by identifying σz = iγ1γ2 and σx = iγ2γ3.
Thus, the stabilizers in Fig. 1b are products of 8 or 12 Majo-
rana fermions. A color code qubit can be read out in any Pauli
basis by measuring all physical qubits in the corresponding
basis.

Quantum error-correcting codes typically operate in cycles.
In each code cycle, the stabilizers are measured to determine
the error syndrome, errors are corrected, and logical gate op-
erations are performed. The single-qubit logical Clifford gates
are transversal in color codes, i.e., a logical H-gate corre-
sponds to physical H-gates on all qubits, whereas a logical
S-gate is a combination of physical S- and S†-gates. For in-
stance, a conventional procedure for a logical S-gate would be
to measure and correct the error syndrome, transversally per-
form physical S- and S†-gates (e.g., by braiding), and again
measure the error syndrome and correct errors. With Majo-
rana tracking, the physical gate operations are replaced by
an update of the σz- and σx-operators of all physical qubits.
While the σz-operators are unaffected by the S- and S†-gates,
the σx-operators are changed from iγ2γ3 in the default en-
coding to ±iγ1γ3. In other words, Majorana tracking modi-
fies which Majorana fermions are part of the stabilizer mea-
surements. In the case of an S-gate, the X-type stabilizers
σ⊗6x are replaced by Y -type stabilizers σ⊗6y in the following
rounds of syndrome measurement, i.e., the X-type stabilizers
are changed from products of iγ2γ3 to products of iγ1γ3.

In this way, keeping track of the current Majorana compo-
sition of σz and σx for each physical qubit implements logical
single-qubit Clifford gates with Majorana color codes. How-
ever, considering that in the default encoding, the measure-
ment of X- and Z-type stabilizers automatically measures the
Y -type stabilizers as their product, it is not necessary to ac-
tually change the measured stabilizers after the application of
single-qubit Clifford gates. This is due to the fact that the sup-
port of X- and Z-stabilizers of color code qubits coincides.
Instead, Majorana tracking on the level of logical qubits, sim-
ilar to the tracking procedure on physical qubits, merely up-
dates the Majoranas measured during qubit readout. In the
previous example of a logical S-gate, tracking changes the
XL-basis readout from a measurement of iγ2γ3 to the mea-
surement of iγ1γ3 of all physical qubits. An appropriate up-
date of certain stabilizer operators will be necessary as soon
as CNOT gates are involved, because this introduces X- and
Z-stabilizers whose support does not coincide, as we discuss
in Sec. IV A.

Previously [26], we argued that Majorana-based qubits and
color codes are a natural fit, as transversal Clifford gates allow
for the use of braiding for logical gates. In the context of the
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FIG. 2. (a) A single tetron [41] consists of two topological superconducting nanowires hosting four Majoranas γ1 . . . γ4. The two wires are
bridged by an ordinary superconductor which fixes the total parity sector −γ1γ2γ3γ4. In addition, a coherent link formed by a topological
superconducting nanowire hosting Majoranas γa and γb with a fixed parity is part of the basic building block. The three Majorana nanowires
are connected to a semiconducting nanowire network via gate-tunable tunnel couplings. (b) A network of tetrons forms a square lattice of
physical qubits. (c) In such a square lattice, a triangular color code qubit can be defined in a brick wall geometry. (d) Configurations of the
tunnel couplings used to measure three different stabilizers, which are either products of γ1γ2 of each tetron, or γ2γ3 , or γ1γ3. One can verify
that in all three cases, the circular paths only contain the corresponding Majoranas of each tetron, and Majoranas that belong to coherent links.

present work, this statement takes the equivalent form: Owing
to braiding by Majorana tracking, Majorana-based qubits can
be read out in every Pauli basis without the need for intermedi-
ate hardware operations. Similarly, due to transversal Clifford
gates, color code qubits can be measured in every logical Pauli
basis without requiring intermediate logical gates. Thus, color
codes in combination with Majorana-based qubits reduce the
overhead of logical single-qubit Clifford gates to a minimum.

III. IMPLEMENTATION WITH TETRONS

In this section, we present a proof-of-principle implemen-
tation of a Majorana color code in a nanowire array, which
differs from our earlier setup [26] in two essential ways. First,
the present implementation relies on recent suggestions to re-
alize Majorana-based topological qubits using only parallel
topological superconducting nanowires. Second, as a conse-
quence of implementing braiding at the code level by Majo-
rana tracking, Majoranas no longer need to be moved within
the network.

Specifically, we present an implementation in a network of
tetrons. A tetron [39, 41] is a qubit (Fig. 2a) that consists of
two topological superconducting nanowires with four Majo-
ranas γ1 . . . γ4 with fixed total parity −γ1γ2γ3γ4. The fixed
parity sector not only protects the qubit from quasiparticle poi-
soning, but also enables the use of the fourth Majorana γ4

for quantum computation. In the even parity sector, we can
identify σz = iγ1γ2 = iγ3γ4 and σx = iγ2γ3 = iγ1γ4.
Furthermore, each tetron contains a third floating Majorana
nanowire with Majoranas γa and γb and fixed parity iγaγb act-
ing as a coherent link. Gate-tunable tunnel couplings connect
the three topological superconducting nanowires to a semi-
conductor network. The network of tetrons shown in Fig. 2b
corresponds to the architecture described in Ref. [41], but with
two vertical semiconductor wires between adjacent tetrons,
instead of just one. (However, this is not a requirement, as the
implementation of a color code is also possible in the setup

σ⊗4
z :

σ⊗4
x :

FIG. 3. Tetron tunnel coupling configurations for the measurement
of the four-qubit stabilizers of the surface code.
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control target

ancilla

(a) CNOT by parity measurement (b) Nearest-neighbor CNOT

(1) (2) (3)(1) (2) (3)

FIG. 4. (a) Quantum circuit corresponding to the logical CNOT gate between a control |c〉 and target |t〉 by lattice surgery, using an ancilla
qubit initialized in the |+〉-state. First, the ZZ-parity σz⊗σz between control and ancilla is measured. Next, theXX-parity σx⊗σx between
ancilla and target is measured, and the ancilla is read out in the σz-basis. The three measurement outcomes are used to determine a final
Pauli correction. (b) Nearest-neighbor CNOT between color code qubits using a surface code ancilla. Lattice surgery between the green color
code boundary and the purple surface code boundary (b2) measures the ZZ-parity, whereas surgery with the gray surface code boundary (b3)
constitutes an XX-parity measurement.

described in Ref. [41], see Appendix A.) The tetron qubits
form a square lattice which can be used to encode color code
qubits in a brick wall geometry, see Fig. 2c.

With tetrons, 2n-Majorana parity operators are measured
by opening tunnel couplings between tetrons such that they
form a closed path, as discussed in Ref. [41]. The semicon-
ducting segments that couple neighboring tetrons form quan-
tum dots. Their energy levels are shifted by virtual processes
that tunnel electrons around this closed path. As these pro-
cesses involve each Majorana operator along this path exactly
once, the energy shift depends on the product of the Majo-
ranas, i.e., on the 2n-Majorana parity. Suitable spectroscopy
on the dots can thus be used to measure this parity. Essentially,
this measures the product of all Majoranas along a closed loop
formed by the gate-tunable tunnel couplings, thereby imple-
menting local 2n-Majorana parity measurements.

Consider the configuration of the tunnel couplings in the
left panel of Fig. 2d. The circular path formed by the coupled
tetrons involves the γ1 and γ2-Majoranas of each tetron, and
four Majoranas that belong to coherent links. Since the par-
ity of the coherent links is known, this configuration can be
used to measure the 12-Majorana operator that corresponds to
σ⊗6z in the default encoding. The center panel shows a con-
figuration that measures the product of γ2 and γ3-Majoranas
of each tetron, corresponding to a σ⊗6x -operator in the default
encoding. Note that since the total parity sector of each tetron
is fixed, iγ2γ3 = iγ1γ4. It is also possible to measure σ⊗6y -
stabilizers, whose configuration is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 2d and does not require the use of coherent links.

IV. UNIVERSAL QUANTUM COMPUTATION

Having discussed logical single-qubit Clifford gates, two
more gates are required for universal quantum computation:
a logical controlled-not (CNOT) gate and a logical T -gate,
where T = exp(iσzπ/8). As discussed in Ref. [26] for
topological superconductor networks with branched geome-
tries, these operations can be implemented by lattice surgery
and magic state distillation, respectively. Here, we adapt this
scheme to architectures where Majoranas cannot be moved,
such that only the aforementioned stabilizer measurements

and physical T -gates are required.

A. Long-range CNOT gates

A logical CNOT gate between two color code qubits can be
implemented using lattice surgery with the help of an ancilla
qubit [32]. This scheme effectively realizes the circuit iden-
tity shown in Fig. 4a using an ancilla qubit initialized in the
σx-eigenstate |+〉. A CNOT gate corresponds to a ZZ-parity
(σz ⊗ σz) measurement between the control qubit and the an-
cilla, a subsequent XX-parity measurement between ancilla
and target, and a final σz-measurement of the ancilla qubit.
Note that the protocol requires parity measurements between
logical qubits. Lattice surgery is a fault-tolerant protocol for
such parity measurements requiring only the measurement of
additional stabilizer operators straddling the adjacent bound-
aries of two logical qubits. Essentially, lattice surgery mea-
sures the product of the logical operators defined on the two
boundaries.

These boundary operators depend on the kind of logical
qubit that is used. Triangular color code qubits have three
boundaries: a red, a green, and a blue edge. Strings of σz-
and σx-operators along any of these edges are logical ZL- and
XL-operators, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Surface
code qubits, on the other hand, have pairs of opposing X- and
Z-edges, also referred to as rough and smooth edges, and are
drawn as gray and purple edges in Fig. 1c. The logical ZL-
operator is a product of σz-operators along any of the two pur-
ple boundaries, whereas XL is a string of σx-operators along
a gray boundary. With tetrons, the measurement of the four-
qubit surface code stabilizer operators σ⊗4z and σ⊗4x is similar
to the color code stabilizer measurements, as shown in Fig. 3.
In the following protocols, we use surface codes instead of
color codes to encode ancilla qubits, as the CNOT protocol
does not require the use of any transversal Clifford gates on
the ancillas. Apart from lattice surgery, the only required sur-
face code operations are the initialization in a σx-basis eigen-
state, and a σz-basis measurement, both of which amount to
σx- and σz-measurements of all physical qubits, and to stabi-
lizer measurements.

We first discuss logical CNOT gates between neighboring
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control

ancilla ancilla

target control target

ancilla

target target

ancilla ancilla ancilla

(a) Long-range CNOT (b) Multi-target CNOT

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

FIG. 5. (a) By simultaneously measuring the ZZ-parities between the control and two ancillas (a2), one can use a long ancilla qubit for long-
range CNOTs. The unused long ancilla is read out in the σx-basis. (b) The same protocol can be used for long-range multi-target CNOTs,
where multiple ZZ- and XX-parity measurements (b2, b3) are carried out simultaneously. All protocols have a space overhead that scales
with O(s ln s) of the control-target separation s, and a time overhead that scales with O(ln s).

color code qubits, see Fig. 4b. The shape of the surface code
qubit is chosen such that one Z-boundary is adjacent to the
control qubit, and an X-boundary is next to the target qubit.
In the first step (b2), the X-stabilizers along the boundary
with the control qubit are merged to form 6-qubit stabiliz-
ers (dark gray) and new Z-stabilizers (light purple) are intro-
duced. While this is not evident from the figure, the boundary
Z-stabilizers of the color code qubit remain unchanged. In
the new configuration (b2), all stabilizers commute, and the
number of stabilizers has increased by one, i.e., one bit of in-
formation is measured. As the gray boundary stabilizers are
merely the product of the previously known boundary stabiliz-
ers, the only nontrivial measurement outcome is given by the
purple boundary stabilizers. Since they contain each boundary
qubit exactly once, their product is precisely the ZZ-parity
between control and ancilla. Thus, lattice surgery provides
a fault-tolerant logical parity measurement. Similarly, in the
next step (b3), lattice surgery merges the Z-stabilizers along
the X-boundary of the surface code ancilla and a boundary of
the target qubit. The product of gray boundary X-stabilizers
yields the XX-parity. Finally, the surface code ancilla can
be measured in the σz-basis by measuring all physical qubits

and applying classical error correction, thereby completing
the protocol of Fig. 4a.

The role of Majorana tracking in this protocol is to appro-
priately update the composition of the stabilizers measured
during lattice surgery. The protocol introduces X- and Z-
stabilizers with non-coinciding support along the boundaries
of the qubits. Thus, these stabilizers need to be appropriately
updated by the tracking procedure described in Sec. II B. For
instance, a preceding H-gate on the control qubit in Fig. 4
would change the light purple boundary stabilizers in (b1)
from σ⊗4z to σ⊗2x ⊗ σ⊗2z . Accordingly, tracking would also
change the dark gray boundary stabilizers, and the red four-
qubit boundary stabilizers of the control qubit. An update for
the non-boundary color code stabilizers unaffected by lattice
surgery can still be avoided, as their X- and Z-stabilizer sup-
port still coincides during the lattice surgery protocol.

Surface code ancillas are also useful for CNOT gates be-
tween color code qubits that are far away from each other.
Lattice surgery can be used to measure the ZZ-parities be-
tween the control qubit and multiple ancilla qubits simultane-
ously [31], thereby initializing multiple ancillas at the same
time. Consider the situation in Fig. 5a, where the distance
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control

target

ancilla ancilla

FIG. 6. Example of a two-dimensional arrangement of color code qubits on a square lattice, and an example of surface code ancillas used for
a long-range CNOT between distant qubits. For the next CNOT gate, these ancillas are discarded and the space between qubit blocks can be
used to initialize different ancillas. The separation between blocks of color code qubits dictates the maximum code distance of the surface
code ancillas, and influences the number of CNOT gates that can be performed in parallel. With larger separation, multiple “lanes” of ancilla
qubits can fit between blocks, allowing for multiple overlapping multi-target CNOT gates.

between two separated color code qubits is bridged by two
surface code ancillas. Lattice surgery (a2) can simultane-
ously measure the ZZ-parities between control and first an-
cilla and between both ancillas. This is equivalent to parity
measurements between control and both ancillas, as the the
ZZ-parity between control and second ancilla is given by the
product of both measurements. Since the two Z-boundaries
of the long ancilla are at opposite ends of the qubit, this lattice
surgery step prepares an ancilla qubit adjacent to the distant
target qubit for the next XX-parity measurement. Thus, this
protocol yields a long-range CNOT gate between arbitrarily
distant qubits with essentially the same time overhead as the
nearest-neighbor CNOT. The unused long ancilla qubit cannot
be discarded right away, as it is still entangled with the control
qubit, but needs to be read out in the σx-basis with outcome
m by measuring all physical qubits in the σx-basis, leading to
a σm

z correction on the control qubit.

B. Multi-target CNOTs for magic state distillation

Clifford gates and physical T -gates are sufficient for uni-
versal quantum computing. One type of protocol using
these ingredients for logical T -gates is magic state distilla-
tion, whose precision scales with the protocol length. In
such protocols, a physical magic state is initialized by ap-
plying a physical T -gate to a physical qubit in the |+〉-state.
With tetrons [41], physical T -gates can be implemented via
a measurement-based analog of the parity echo protocol in-
troduced in Ref. [47]. The resulting physical magic state is
converted into a (faulty) logical magic state by code injec-
tion [26, 32], which requires only stabilizer measurements.
Magic state distillation protocols convert many faulty magic
states into fewer magic states with higher fidelity. Typically,

these protocols rely on multi-target CNOT gates, i.e., CNOTs
with one control qubit but multiple target qubits. For in-
stance, the circuit corresponding to the 15-to-1 distillation
protocol [28, 33] consists of 34 CNOT gates. But since many
of these CNOTs have the same control qubit, the protocol ac-
tually requires only five multi-target CNOTs.

Fortunately, lattice surgery can be used to implement multi-
target CNOTs with the same time overhead as single CNOTs,
as we show in Fig. 5b. Here, lattice surgery measures the
ZZ-parities between the control and each ancilla qubit (b2).
Therefore, each of the ancillas can be treated like an ancilla
qubit after step (2) of the protocol in Fig. 4a, but for multi-
ple simultaneous CNOT protocols. After theXX-parity mea-
surements between ancillas and their targets (b3), the ancil-
las that were used for CNOTs are read out in the σz-basis,
whereas the ancillas that were used to bridge long distances
are read out in the σx-basis.

In this way, we establish color-to-surface code lattice
surgery as a useful tool for fault-tolerant long-range multi-
target CNOT gates between color code qubits. Importantly,
the overhead of our protocol scales very favorably with the
control-target separation s. As to the space overhead, strings
of errors that connect the gray edges (or X-boundaries) of
the long surface code qubit during the measurement of the
ZZ-parities can lead to errors in the CNOT protocol. While
these error strings are suppressed exponentially in the width of
the surface code qubits, the number of possible strings grows
linearly with their length. Thus, the width needs to increase
with O(ln s) in order to maintain the same CNOT accuracy.
With a linearly growing length of the surface code qubits,
the space overhead of the lattice surgery CNOT protocol is
O(s ln s). For the time overhead, one needs to take the classi-
cal overhead of decoding and the effect of measurement errors
during syndrome readout into account. There exist surface
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code decoders with a runtime of O(ln s) [48]. The correc-
tion of measurement errors requires recording multiple rounds
of syndrome extraction for one code cycle, depending on the
measurement fidelity [49], effectively extending the code into
a third time dimension. These “time errors” are suppressed
exponentially with the number of measurement rounds, but
the number of possible error strings increases linearly with s.
Thus, similar to the space overhead, measurement errors in-
crease the time overhead by O(ln s), and the total time over-
head is still only O(ln s).

Note that the code distances (given by the width) of the an-
cilla qubits need not be as high as the code distance of the
color code qubits, since the ancillas only need to survive for
the few code cycles of the CNOT protocol, as opposed to data
qubits that may need to survive for the entire quantum com-
putation. In our example, the ancilla qubits have distances
d = 3, d = 4, and d = 5 in the protocols in Figs. 4 and 5.
We point out that by identifying two copies of surface code
qubits as one color code qubit [50], this CNOT protocol can
be done entirely using color codes, as we show in Appendix B.
However, this uses more physical qubits than the surface code
approach, and requires the measurement of 8-qubit stabilizers.

Both surface and color codes can be implemented on the
square lattice of tetrons shown in Fig. 2, since lattice surgery
only requires the measurement of additional stabilizers, i.e.,
the measurement of 4-, 8-, and 12-Majorana operators. While
our examples have illustrated logical qubits arranged on a
line, this protocol can be straightforwardly extended to two-
dimensional arrangements of logical qubits. One possible 2D
arrangement of color code qubits is shown in Fig. 6, where
qubits are arranged in blocks of six. The figure also shows
two surface code ancilla qubits that can be used for a CNOT
between distant color code qubits. In this way, lattice surgery
can provide long-range communication between any two log-
ical qubits with essentially constant time overhead.

V. CONCLUSION

Current ideas for realizing a Majorana-based quantum com-
puter rely on nanowire arrays such as networks of tetrons that
only allow for local Majorana parity operator measurements
and physical T -gates. Here, we have shown how Majorana-
based qubits can be combined with color codes for univer-
sal fault-tolerant quantum computation without the need for
moving Majoranas. In our architecture, logical single-qubit
Clifford gates are implemented by Majorana tracking, which
minimizes their overhead. Furthermore, we combine sur-
face codes with color codes using surface-to-color code lat-
tice surgery, which yields long-range multi-target CNOT gates
with a time overhead that scales only with O(ln s) of the dis-
tance s between the control and target qubits, and a space
overhead that scales with O(s ln s).

Logical T -gates are the most expensive operation in this
scheme, as they require magic state distillation. Their over-
head can be reduced by improving the fidelity of physical T -
gates, and by exploring faster distillation protocols and alter-
natives to magic state distillation. As to the concrete physical

implementation, there are several proposals for architectures
that implement the two operations required of nanowire ar-
rays. Still, none of these architectures are particularly opti-
mized towards error correction with color codes. Optimiz-
ing for fast stabilizer measurement, high measurement fidelity,
and low physical error rate is crucial to ensure scalability. Ex-
ploring efficient decoding schemes for color and surface code
qubits can further reduce the classical overhead.

What is more, our scheme can also be applied to non-
topological architectures, such as superconducting qubits, al-
beit without the advantages of robust single-qubit Clifford
gates and ancilla-free syndrome readout. For this reason,
these architectures usually favor surface codes over color
codes due to the easier four-qubit stabilizer measurements of
surface codes compared to the weight-six stabilizers of color
codes. Still, our lattice-surgery based scheme can also be
straightforwardly extended to provide long-range communi-
cation between surface code qubits by replacing the color code
qubits in Figs. 4 and 5 with surface code qubits. The main
drawback of a pure surface code architecture is the lack of
transversal single-qubit Clifford gates. This means that sur-
face code qubits cannot be easily measured in all Pauli bases
(only σz and σx), and that the tracking procedure discussed in
this work cannot be used to update the stabilizer composition
for lattice surgery. Instead, single-qubit Clifford gates need to
be performed explicitly.

In a future work, we show how lattice surgery can be mod-
ified to also eliminate hardware operations for logical single-
qubit Clifford gates with surface codes, regardless of the un-
derlying hardware. Still, in comparison to the color code
approach, surface code qubits in this scheme require signif-
icantly more physical qubits for each logical qubit to achieve
the same code distance, and still suffer from a lack of easy
σy measurements. The spatial overhead of the color code
scheme, on the other hand, can be reduced even further by
using 4.8.8 color codes [28] instead of the 6.6.6 color codes
discussed in this work. However, this comes at the price of
higher-weight stabilizer, as 4.8.8 color codes feature eight-
qubit stabilizers, instead of just six-qubit stabilizers. If higher-
weight stabilizers are not significantly more difficult to mea-
sure, which could hold true for Majorana-based qubits, it is
advantageous to use the color-code-based scheme instead of a
pure surface code architecture.
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Appendix A: Stabilizer measurements with single-wire tetrons

Here, we show how the measurement of the color code sta-
bilizers shown in Fig. 2 can be implemented in a network of
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σ⊗6
z =

6∏
j=1

iγj,1γj,2 σ⊗6
x =

6∏
j=1

iγj,2γj,3 σ⊗6
y =

6∏
j=1

iγj,1γj,3

FIG. 7. Tunnel coupling configurations for color code stabilizer measurements with tetrons that feature only one vertical semiconductor wire
between tetrons, as in the architecture of Ref. [41].

tetrons that features only one vertical semiconductor wire be-
tween tetrons, which is the architecture discussed in Ref. [41].
The corresponding tunnel coupling configurations in this ar-
chitectures are shown in Fig. 7.

In the configuration of Fig. 2 with two vertical wires, all
stabilizers of the same color can be measured simultaneously.
This is no longer the case in Fig. 7, as these measurements
use a vertical wire or a coherent link of a neighboring six-
qubit block. In particular, the σ⊗6z - and σ⊗6x -measurements
overlap with their left (or right) neighbors, whereas the σ⊗6y -
measurement overlaps with the upper neighbor. Therefore,
syndrome extraction requires two measurement rounds for the
measurement of each stabilizer type, as opposed to just one.

Appendix B: Lattice surgery with color code ancillas

The long-range CNOT protocol can also be done using
color code ancillas. Here, the long surface code qubit is re-
placed by a long color code qubit, see Fig. 8a. This is a color
code qubit with two red and two green boundaries, as shown
in Fig. 8b. It is defined by n physical qubits and n − 2 stabi-
lizers, and therefore encodes 2 logical qubits. However, since
the code distance of such a qubit is always even, the support of
theXL- and ZL-operators of the individual logical qubits can-
not coincide. Instead, strings of Pauli operators that connect
two green boundaries encode the operatorsX(1)

L andZ(2)
L , and

red-to-red strings are X(2)
L and Z(1)

L , where the superscript la-
bels the logical qubit.

In this way, long color code qubits are equivalent to two
surface code qubits on top of each other with a relative rota-

tion of 90 degrees. Therefore, the long-range CNOT protocol
is the same as for surface code ancillas, but only uses one of
the two encoded logical qubits. This redundancy is also man-
ifested in a higher number of physical qubits than in surface
code ancillas. Moreover, lattice surgery between color codes
requires 8-qubit stabilizer measurements.

control target

ancilla

long color code ancilla

Z
(1)
L , X

(2)
L

Z
(2)
L , X

(1)
L

(a)

(b)

FIG. 8. (a) Qubit arrangement for long-range CNOTs by lattice
surgery using a color code ancilla. (b) The long color code qubit
used in this protocol actually encodes two logical qubits, as it has
two red boundaries and two green boundaries. Red-to-red strings de-
fine the logical operatorsZ(1)

L andX(2)
L , while green-to-green strings

are the operators Z(2)
L and X(1)

L .
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